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Local News
“Kabbah is Important to Prove...” RUF Lawyer / Awoko

Page 3

Court Wants Taylor to Return Stolen Funds / Concord Times

Page 4

Ex-UNAMSIL Commander to Appear at the Special Court / The Pool

Page 5

US$ 100,000 Monthly for Taylor’s Defence / Awareness Times

Page 6

‘500 million small arms in circulation’- Military Spokesman / Awoko

Page 7

International News
Ex-RUF Commander Testifies / New Democrat

Page 8

Taylor Bounces Back / The Analyst

Pages 9-10

Court Goes After Taylor’s ‘Millions’ / The Analyst

Page 11

Sierra Leone Court Chases Taylor’s Millions / The Inquirer

Page 12

Blah’s Doctor Expresses Fear / The Inquirer

Page 13

(Untitled) / BBC World Service Trust

Page 14

Many Buried Alive / New Democrat

Pages 15-16

Tales of Taylor, RUF Link / The Analyst
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UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries / UNMIL
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Ugandan Rebels 'Will Sign Deal' / BBC
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Awoko
Thursday, 6 March 2008
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Concord Times
Thursday, 6 March 2008
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The Pool
Thursday, 6 March 2008

[Note: There was no Special Court press release. There was an SMS text message.]
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Awareness Times
Thursday, 6 March 2008
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Awoko
Thursday, 6 March 2008
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New Democrat (Liberia)
Wednesday, 5 March 2008
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The Analyst (Liberia)
Wednesday, 5 March 2008
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The Analyst (Liberia)
Wednesday, 5 March 2008
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The Inquirer (Liberia)
Wednesday, 5 March 2008
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The Inquirer (Liberia)
Wednesday, 5 March 2008
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BBC World Service Trust
Wednesday, 5 March 2008
By Abdul Rashid, at The Hague (translation from Krio)
The Special Court has denied a Prosecution motion asking to keep confidential three Prosecution and one
Defence document which they submitted as exhibits during the testimony of Witness TF1-362.
Prosecution Witness TF1-362 is a protected witness who testified in closed session. The public and media
does not get information from closed session court sittings.
In his application, Prosecution lawyer Mohamed Bangura to prevent the Court’s Registry from making
four exhibit’s from Witness TF1-362’s testimony public, said if that happened, it would go against the
Court’s rule concerning protected witnesses. Mr Bangura said the exhibits show things like a signature
that would show a link with the witness.
The Defence team for Charles Taylor objected to the motion to keep the four exhibits confidential.
Defence lawyer Morris Anyah said the Prosecution as late with its application. He told the Court that the
motion should have come before the witness took the stand. Mr. Anyah added that if the Court hides the
exhibits from the public, it will violate the right of the former Liberian president to a public trial.
After the three Judges conferred, Presiding Judge Teresa Doherty ruled against the Prosecution, saying
they didn’t see anything to identify the witness if the exhibits are made public.
As this was going on, Prosecution witness number 20, Mustapha Mansaray continued with his testimony.
Mustapha told the Court how Sam Bockarie and Issa Sesay seized cacao and coffee from people’s
plantations in Kailahun and sold it to Guinean traders to buy arms, ammunition, and food.
He also told the Court how the RUF captured UN peacekeepers and how Issa took them to Liberia.
The Prosecution has ended its examination-in-chief. The Defence will continue with its cross-examination
on Thursday.
Abdul Rashid for Search for Common Ground and BBC World Service Trust, at The Hague.
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New Democrat (Liberia)
Thursday, 6 March 2008
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The Analyst (Liberia)
Thursday, 6 March 2008
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United Nations

Nations Unies

United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL)
UNMIL Public Information Office Complete Media Summaries
5 March 2008
[The media summaries and press clips do not necessarily represent the views of UNMIL.]

Newspaper Summary

Ellen Wants Oil Deal Published
(The Inquirer)

•

•

•

President Ellen Johnson-Sirleaf has renewed her earlier call to the management of the Liberia
Petroleum Refining Company (LPRC) to publish the oil deal that was entered into between the
governments of Nigeria and Liberia in 2006. The President said it has been her position over
and over again that the controversial deal be published but contrary to the stance of the
President, the LPRC management has said that no where in the world can such an agreement
reached by the agreed parties be made public.
Speaking yesterday on a live phone programme, "Conversation with the President,” President
Sirleaf said she has been informed by the LPRC management through its Managing Director
Harry Greaves that he has made copies of the agreement available to some lawmakers who
have raised questions over the agreement.
President Sirleaf said in addition to this, she has informed journalists seeking information on
the controversial deal to feel free and go to the LPRC central offices, to look at the files of the
agreement so that they can ‘satisfy’ themselves as it relates to their doubts over the
agreement. Addressing herself to calls made to her that she should approach the Nigerian
government so as to get more oil to assist the country, in the midst of the rising increment of
the commodity, President Sirleaf said she will not put her hands in what she called, “anymore
oil deal.”

Illicit Tapping Continues Unabated in Firestone
(Heritage, The Informer)

•

•

Illicit tappers roaming the concession area of the Firestone Plantation Company have tapped
seven tasks within the vicinities of Tanks 14 and 15 in Division 44 near Harbel. According to a
Firestone news release, the gang of unknown individuals early Monday morning went ahead
of the employees and used torch lights to carry out the act.
The release said while waiting to collect the latex and other rubber products they had stolen,
a company patrol team arrived forcing the illicit tappers to flee the scene and abandon their
wares which were collected by personnel of the Plant Protection Department and taken to
Harbel. This is the second incident to occur at Tanks 14 and 15 in less than a month. Similar
incident occurred in late February when illicit tappers attempting to scare away the patrol
team fired single barrel guns at the team before abandoning several barrels filled with latex.

Nigerian UN Unit Hands Over Electrical Training Workshop
(Heritage, Public Agenda)

•

A Nigerian peacekeeping unit of the United Nations Mission in Liberia (UNMIL) has handed
over an electrical training workshop it established through the expertise and financial
contribution of its personnel. According to an UNMIL press release, speaking at the hand over
ceremony, the Special Representative of the Secretary-General, Ellen Løj, stressed the
importance of technical and vocational training for Liberia youths in assisting them become
skilled and productive members of the society.
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•

•

"We need these kind of skills that can be implemented with little capital to set up small
ventures and business activities," the UN Envoy said. She then commended the Nigerian
Signal-Six (NISIG-6) unit for funding and identifying the need for the workshop, which will
now be run by the Catholic-run Don Bosco Youth Centre.
The Commander of Sector One of UNMIL, Brigadier General Olayemi Abidoye, said the
contributions of the NISIG-6 unit honour the memory of soldiers who gave their lives during
the peacekeeping operations of the West African regional forces in Liberia. The Nigerian unit,
which maintains communications between UNMIL Force and Sector headquarters, employs a
wide-range of advanced equipment and skilled manpower, UNMIL said.

New AFL Soldier Arrested With 6.7Kg of Marijuana
(Heritage, Radio Veritas)

•

•

An officer of the new Armed Forces of Liberia(AFL) was on Monday afternoon arrested in
Nimba County by officers of the Drug Enforcement Agency(DEA) for allegedly being in
possession of 6.7Kg of marijuana which street value is put at LD$17,500. Pvt. Carson Cooper
was picked up on board a truck in Ganta, Nimba County by officers of the DEA while enroute
from Tappita to Monrovia.
Authorities of the DEA said they are investigating and preparing charge to possibly prosecute
the soldier but what is not clear is whether he can appear in court while not officially
disrobed. The arrest of Pvt. Cooper comes in the wake of statements by President Ellen
Johnson Sirleaf and Ministry of National Defense Officials that soldiers of the new AFL are
being recruited under a robust vetting process.

INPFL Rebels Massacred Krahns….Witness Testifies at TRC Hearings
(Public Agenda, The Analyst, The Informer, Daily Observer)

•

•

Fighters of the defunct Independent National Patriotic Front of Liberia (INPFL) massacred
scores of ethnic Krahns in 1990 when ECOMOG peacekeeping soldiers tried to evacuate them
from Liberia, a witness told commissioners of Liberia's Truth and Reconciliation Commission
(TRC) Monday. Testifying at day one of the ongoing TRC hearings in Zwedru, Grand Gedeh
County, Henry Zonweaye said the victims were transported on board five ECOMOG trucks
from the Barclay Training Centre (BTC) to the Freeport of Monrovia on September 11, 1990, a
day following the death of former President Samuel K. Doe to await evacuation when INPFL
fighters under the command of General Prince Johnson demanded their turn over. He said
several of the evacuees were turned over and were later taken to the Caldwell Bridge and
massacred.
Meanwhile, The Analyst reports that President Ellen Johnson appears to be evading the TRC
from comments made during her regular phone-in programme “Conversation with the
President” in which she is quoted as saying she does not want to make a spectacle of her
appearance and that she was busy writing a book of her experiences. The paper however said
it sees no correlation between her book and appearance at the TRC.

Radio Summary

Local Media – Radio veritas (News monitored today at 9:45 am)

President Sirleaf Brokers Peace Deal between Police and Judiciary
• President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf yesterday presided over a peaceful settlement of a
longstanding land dispute between the Judiciary and the Liberia National Police (LNP).
• Last week, the Supreme Court issued writ of contempt against the top brass of the police for
allegedly stalling construction work at the Temple of Justice.
• Speaking to reporters following the intervention, President Sirleaf said the dispute has now
being settled and said the Judiciary can now go ahead with its project.
(Also reported on Star Radio, Truth F.M. and ELBC)

DEA Investigates “Drugs” Carrying AFL Soldier
• Authorities of the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) said they are investigating Pvt. Carson
Cooper of the new Armed Forces of Liberia (AFL) for allegedly trafficking 6.7grams of
marijuana.
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•
•

The DEA said it is preparing a charge to possibly prosecute the soldier but what is not clear is
whether he can appear in court while not officially disrobed.
Radio VERITAS reports that though the Defense Ministry has not issued a statement on the
incident but has inquired about the name to verify if the soldier was a bonafide member of
the new army.

TRC Denies its Commissioners’ involvement in Fistfight
• In an interview, the Executive Director of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC),
Nathaniel Kwabo denied media reports of a fistfight between two female commissioners of the
TRC.
• Mr. Kwabo said media reports that Commissioners Pearl Brown Bull and Massa Washington
were involved in a fistfight were exaggerated.
• He however confirmed that a dispute erupted between the Commissioners but said it did not
degenerate into a fight.

Star Radio (News culled from website today at 09:00 am)

Senior Ivorian Security to Testify In Treason Trial
• It has been confirmed that government intends to bring in some senior Ivorian security
personnel to testify in the re-trial of the treason case.
• Judge Peter Gbaynee-wleh said government has forwarded the name of the Ivorian Regional
Commander, Wright de la Foss to testify.
• De la Foss is the army personnel with whom Dorbor was allegedly striking the deal for 200
AK-47 riffles and three thousand military uniforms before his arrest. There are reports that
the Ivorian Chief of Staff might also be brought in to testify.

****
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BBC
Wednesday, 5 March 2008

Ugandan rebels 'will sign deal'

Uganda Lord's Resistance Army (LRA) rebel leader Joseph
Kony is prepared to sign a peace deal, a northern Ugandan
politician and peace negotiator says.
Norbert Mao's comments to the BBC come as rebels failed to get
international indictments against LRA leaders lifted.
This key rebel demand has threatened to derail the proposed deal
to end the 22-year rebellion in northern Uganda.
But Mr Mao said the warrants should be withdrawn once the rebels
are tried in Ugandan courts - as agreed in the pact.

Mr Kony remains in DR Congo because
of the ICC warrant

Mr Kony is one of two other LRA leaders who remain alive wanted by the International Criminal
Court (ICC) on war crimes charges.
The arrest warrants were issued at the request of the Ugandan
government before peace negotiations began with rebels.
The rebellion has left thousands of people dead and nearly two
million displaced.
The rebels have been notorious for abducting children to be used
as fighters, porters and sex slaves.

If anything happens to
Kony [during the signing
ceremony] that will be the end
of the entire peace process in
which everybody has
invested so much hope
Norbert Mao
Gulu district chairman

'Calculated risk'
Mr Mao, chairman of Gulu district in the north of the country, said Mr Kony's messengers
communicated with him on Sunday.
"They told me he has confirmed that he will come in person," Mr
Mao told the BBC's Focus on Africa programme.
The signing ceremony is expected to take place on 28 March in
Juba, the capital of southern Sudan where the peace negotiations
have been mediated for the past 18 months by south Sudan's
deputy leader Riak Machar.
"He says he wants his security to be in the hands of Dr Riak
Machar and after signing he will go back to the bush to reorganise
his troops," Mr Mao said.

Almost two million people have fled
their homes

"The agreement gives him about one month to organise his troops for demobilisation and
disarmament."
Mr Mao said he believed that Mr Kony was taking a "calculated risk".
High alert
Earlier this week, ICC prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo refused to meet LRA representatives and
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said the indictments remained in place.
But the Gulu district chairman said he believed Kony understood
he would not be handed over to the ICC.
"Also his troops will still be in the bush and presumably on high
alert so if anything happens to him that will be the end of the
entire peace process in which everybody has invested so much
hope."
Over the last few weeks the rebels and government have signed a
few documents in the lead up to the expected comprehensive
peace agreement.
One of the accords deals with justice and accountability, and it was agreed a special division of
the Uganda High Court will be set up to try those accused of serious crimes.
Mr Mao said that it had also been agreed by Uganda's president and other mediators that the UN
Security Council would be approached to suspend the LRA arrest warrants.
"That suspension for one year will give the opportunity for the government to implement the
alternative justice mechanism which will then make the ICC case just collapse on its own," he
said.

